GLOSSERY

1. **Building**: Series(chain of stitched material is received and separated using a pair of scissors and the separated material is placed one on top of the other dozen-wise and size-wise.

2. **Folding sleeve** is tailor assisting task where a child worker places two cut pieces together to be stitched in a continuum process.

3. **Checking damage and preliminary finishing**: The stitched garment is checked for holes, damages, gaps in stitching and then using a wooden plank of the required size the garment is turned to the right side after extra thread is trimmed and fastened using an interlock needle.

4. **Labelling**: The stitched garment is attached with a label that indicate washing instructions, trade name and size of the garment.

5. **Packing**: The ironed material is inserted into polythene covers and then into individual boxes.

6. **Box making**: Sheets of cardboard - bearing the trade name, design and other details - cut in such a way, certain simple folding results in shape of a box.

7. **Making cotton waste**: Bits of pieces of banian material left over after cutting the knitted cloth to size, is taken from a dealer/distributor of these in kilograms to undo the knitted thread to make a mass of threads.